For Immediate Release

NEW: Big Bang Orchestra: Ganymede – Choirs
and SYNCHRON-ized Special Keyboards
Vienna Symphonic Library releases two new library products
Vienna, May 5, 2020 – The Vienna Symphonic Library team is pleased to announce two new
Collections. Big Bang Orchestra: Ganymede offers individual sections of a large choir as well
as several tutti patches at a current introuctory price of €95 (reg. €160). SYNCHRON-ized
Special Keyboards features Harpsichord, Harmonium and Prepared Piano, optimized for the
Vienna Synchron Player, at an introductory price of €75 (reg. €95). What’s more, the Austrian
company is offering all Synchron Pianos at major discounts through June 2, 2020.

Big Bang Orchestra: Ganymede
Drawing from their manifold experiences of singing for major movie and game productions, the
Synchron Stage Choir delivers emotional performances and a clear style with reduced vibrato
that is widely used in modern scores. BBO: Ganymede includes the classic individual sections
of soprano, alto, tenor and bass as well as several tutti patches. Offering several variations of
stacked or layered tutti mappings proves helpful for creating quick arrangements that sound
great without the need for detailed orchestrating. A special category of “Tutti Effects” includes
major and minor chords, clusters, cluster glissandos, cluster builds and shouts. The clusters
correspond to the Clusters in Big Bang Orchestra: Black Eye, performed by strings, brass and
woodwinds, so it’s easy to create cohesive and stunning performances by the orchestra,
elevated by a massive choir.

SYNCHRON-ized Special Keyboards
This library is based on the VI Collection Special Keyboards, optimized and enhanced for the
Vienna Synchron Player. With its straightforward preset and patch structure, the included
instruments harpsichord, harmonium and prepared piano and their registers and playing
techniques are clearly laid out and easily accessible. Expertly crafted mixer presets with the
customized impulse responses from Synchron Stage Vienna make placing these instruments on
various spots on the scoring stage fast and simple, delivering the perfect sound out-of-the-box.

Vienna Symphonic Library releases Big Bang Orchestra: Ganymede and SYNCHRON-ized Special Keyboards

It is also possible to turn off the player’s convolution reverb and algorithmic reverb and place the
dry samples in any other environment.
In addition to the “classic” presets, the new FX Presets offer otherworldly, mysterious and
unexpected sounds, making use of the Synchron Player’s internal mixer with its integrated
audio effects and routing options.
About the Vienna Symphonic Library
The Vienna Symphonic Library is an innovative, research-driven music software and sample library
developer based in Vienna, Austria. The team continually strives to improve virtual orchestral music
production with a special emphasis on authenticity and ease-of-use. Vienna Instruments and the
Synchron Series libraries, the company’s multi-award-winning virtual instruments in the formats AU,
VST, and AAX Native, encompass an exhaustive range of solo instruments and ensembles, from their
flagship Symphonic Cube to special instruments such as the Vienna Konzerthaus Organ, the Vienna
Imperial grand piano, saxophones, upright bass, and even distorted guitar. Acclaimed software products
include Vienna Instruments Pro, Vienna Synchron Player, Vienna Ensemble Pro, Vienna MIR Pro
and Vienna Suite Pro. In 2016, the company launched an entirely new venture: Synchron Stage
Vienna, a unique scoring stage in Austria’s capital that accommodates orchestras of up 130 musicians,
merges proprietary software innovations and revolutionary approaches with traditional recording
technologies and procedures.
More information on Vienna Symphonic Library’s products can be found at www.vsl.co.at.
Photos and graphics including screenshots of the user interfaces are available for download here:
Big Bang Orchestra: Ganymede
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/1TZoTyUDe6Rn3oOyS8OAqXO2DFxy-rk7Q
SYNCHRON-ized Special Keyboards
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/1QS7l0y_Xr7c8WbTgRDkLMVxED3I9IsY0
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